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EUROPE ♥ a common market?

Europe is far from being ☁one market'. IT services in France are different to the UK. Software that works for Germany might

not work in the rest of Europe Many multinational companies start by believing they don't need Country Managers in Europe.

They quickly change that view once they realise that every sector seems to differ in every country. Understanding those local

differences can mean the difference between success and failure. Understanding those differences is what Ovum's EuroView

is all about.

European history and culture

Let's look at just a few of the key differences between the lCT

markets in the main European markets:

0 Europe hasonly ever produced oneworld beating application

software product provider ♥ SAP. Why? To create a world beater

you must have a strong home market for that product ♥ that☁s the

reason why the US wins hands down every time for infrastructure

software products. But Germany has had the strongest

manufacturing sector in Europe for many decades, That created

the right environment for SAP, and the thousands of SAP-related

support companies, to thrive.

- Conversely, France has always had a strong bespoke

development market ♥ armies of young IT consultants sold on

☜Time & Materials' rates. That's why it has proportionately the

smallest software products market in Europe. But, out of that,

France has created several world-sized ☁project services'

companies ♥ like CGE&Y.

The Contrasting lCT Markets of Europe in 2004

Euro View

Ovum launches EuroView

In our conversations with our customers over many years,
one request has cropped up time-and-time again. "when

are you going to provide coverage outside the UK7"

This month we are delighted to announce the launch of
EuroView « one of the biggest new initiatives for Ovum in a
long while. EuroView takes many of the elements from the
Ovum Holway service and applies them both across Europe
and across other lCT sectors.

Just as Ovum Hotvvay draws on a team of acknowledged
experts on the IT services sector. so EuroWew extends this
drawing on the very top Ovum experts in Software.
Telecommunications, Wireless and in our practice areas like
Outsourcing, Public Sector etc. We have opened of ces in

France and Germany. staffed with local experts, to provide the

local colour so essential in understanding Europe.
EuroView Daily provides a very smilarservice to Ovu'n Hotrvay's

Hotnews ♥ bul now providing that top notch ophion on European
'nevvs and events as they happen. EuroView Opinion is s'milar to the
opinion pieces you read on the front pages of SVSTEMHOUSE,
Again, written by some of Ovum's most senior analysis.

To put our views and opirion into context, we have put
significant investment into providing market sizing and forecasts for
the countries and sectors covered EuroView Market Trends is
updated and presented quarterly. We also provide an annual

EuroView Corporate Analysis of the nancial performance.
rankings and M&A activities of the leading European players. On top
of that we have included Ovum's EuroView CIO Survey to tell you
what the buyers are thinking too. Perhaps the most important part
of the service is the EuroView Sounding Board which provides
senior subscribers with direct access to Ovum's top amiysts.

All Ovum Hotway analysts, like Richard HoMay and Anthony

Miller, are playing a major role in the EuroWeW service.
The service really is unique. Just Ike Ovum Hotvvay. it's designed

especially for top executives. The very top Ovum analysts in a
direct relationship with the top executives in the top lCT

companies operating in Europe.
Hoviding the kind of opirionated comment that we know you

vane so hightyThe service is priced to appeal to both lage multi-
nationals and smaller concerns.

Contact Priya Scariiello at psh@ovum.com for more details.
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[continued from front page]

0 The UK was once described

as ☁a nation of shopkeepers☁. It☁s

certainly still a nation of SMEs all

doing their own accounting under

UK conventions and paying taxes

according to UK rules. It's no

wonder that the UK has created

more financial accounting

software providers than any other

nation. But, unfortunately, few of

these systems could be applied

outside the UK. Until, that is,

Sage decided that the best

approach to European

domination was to buy the lead

provider in each countin

0 In the Thatcher era the UK

became a byword for privatisation

and the liberalisation of

employment laws. This gave the
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UK, perhaps, a 10 year lead in IT Outsourcing The rest of Europe is now

having to take the same harsh medicine.

0 Where the UK trod first with ITO, it is now trail-blazing with BPO. In

the telecoms area. Enterprise services ♥ particularly outsourced managed

network services ♥ is more developed in the UK than elsewhere. Whereas

the UK puts out the welcome mat for IT off-shoring, France puts up the

defence barriers. But if history is any guide, where the UK leads, the rest

of Europe ultimately, if somewhat reluctantly, follows.

0 Conversely, Germany's highly developed Internet Sen/ices market is

much to do with the aggressive stance of Deutsche Telekom on DSL. In

the UK much of the current growth in IT Services is as a result of hugely

increased central government spend on new IT projects.

0 The UK was the rst toliberalise and privatise its telecoms markets.

This has led to a much more competitive landscape in the xed telecoms

market than in most of the rest of Europe.

- Fixed telecoms is still dominated by national. ex♥monopoly incumbents

♥ although we predict increasing competition in the form of new service

operators with or without any infrastructure. We also believe that these

incumbents will dominate Internet access in future, if not already.

- However, mobile operators are much more varied in their

international coverage, Only Vodafone can claim to be a European-wide

operator, with a substantial presence in most European countries.

T-Mobile (Germany) and Orange (France/UK) offer partial coverage of

Europe. While TIM (Italy) and Telefonica (Spain) are dominant in their home

countries, but are both very active in Latin America. We could go

on...understandlng these little local differences, and then exploiting them,

is what success in ICT is all about today.

Markets

The good news is that. in all European countries, ICT in 2004 will be

better than in 2003. We have turned the corner. However. the bad news

is that the days of double-digit growth are over ♥ at least in our forecast

horizon to 2006 and probably for ever. The European ICT market will have

top line growth of around 4% pa in the years 2004 to 2006. Minus

Inflation, that growth roughly equates to GDP growth.

ICT market growth by country
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The Telecoms services and IT

services market will both retain their

share of GDP going forward but 25".;

Software. with a 2♥3% per annum

growth. will show a marginal decline.

(Note; this may come as a surprise to

observers of the current results from

US software and IT services

207'. .

r593

roar.
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European CAGFI 2001♥2003 & 2004♥2006 by sector

     

companies. Readers should take care

to strip out currency uctuations. A US

company needs to report $ revenues

from its European operations some

78% higher in 01 2004 than in 01

2003. just to have stood still in constant

currency terms!) But that☁s tocover up

some major growth opportunities ♥ and

some major declines!

0 The Internet services market, albeit still relatively small, is the highest

growth area in Europe and the only one forecast with consistent double-digit

growth to 2006. The wide scale rollout of DSL/Broadband is the main driver

here as more and more services ♥ even voice ♥ are delivered over the intemet.

- Mobile has been the lifebuoy not just of the Telecomms sector, but of

the whole ICT sector. Without its above average growth the whole ICT sector in

Europe would have suffered at least two years of recession. Growth of 6-7% is

forecast going forward. which we believe will be entirely due to growth of new

data services

- Similarly. Outsourcing has been the lifebuoy in the IT Services sector

ITO is now 'mature☁ in the UK, but is the major growth opportunity in France

and. in particular, Germany. In Germany. many Users had SSiUD ☁Siandalone' IT
services operations. Indeed, the Top Ten German IT Services rankings are

studded with names like T-Systems, SBS. BASF lT. Deutsche Borse Systems,

Lufthansa IT, iszenergy (EON subsidiary) and Gedas. With Pressure both to cut

costs and realise assets, many of these, in our View, are likely to be sold.

Indeed. Triaton was sold by ThyssenKrupplo HP only this month. Enterprise

Services (which includes outsourced network management) is another

example of an above average growth area created by the move to outsourcing.

Conversely:

- Revenues from xed voice, for so long the mainstay of the national

telecommunications companies. are in decline throughout Europe. Voice

minutes have attened off, due to continuing gradual substitution of xed calls

by mobile. At the same time, competition is bringing down tariffs.

' Support services is also only just managing to keep its head above

water with a 1% pa growth forecast to 2006. Price competition can only

increase here as Dell moves to bring its commodity model to this market and

as the off shore providers move in.

- Project services has been the largest part of the IT Services market

throughout Europe since the IT industry was born. But it has suffered the worst

of any sector post Y2K. Although the worst is now over, growth of 243% is

☜below average' and margin pressure will continue. Afterall there will be no skill

shortage this time as off shore resources ll demand.

Consolidation

If there is one theme which transcends all markets and all countries in

Europe right now it's CONSOLIDATION. Mature/low growth markets always

consolidate. It is eventually the only way to boost market share AND provide

services

cAcra 2001-2003
CAGR 2004-2006
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economies of scale so that

earnings can grow too.

Throughout Europe, and the

world, this is already happening in:

- Mobile, where already many

2nd providers areowned by

Vodafone. and the 3rd or lower

ranked mobile provider in each

territory is considered prey by the

big boys

- rxed telecoms, where small

alternative networks are vulnerable

- Software, where portfolio

management will favour the

strongest

- IT Services, where you

have to be big and nancially

secure even to afford to bid for

many of the all♥important

outsourcing contracts currently

on offer

Conclusion

No longer can companies

expect the whole European ICT

market to move forward in

unison. However, the ICT

opportunities currently on offer in

Europe are enormous as there

are major structural changes

occurring. But the risks of being

exposed to declining markets are

equally huge.

EuroView is designed to

ensure that Ovum's clients

take the right opportunities

and succeed.

(Richard HoMay/Julian Hewett)
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RETAIL DISAPPOINTS AT ALPHAMERIC

 

Alphameric. provider of IT solutions to the retail. Byw mnitgzngcnmm"mums

bookmaking and hospitality sectors. has announced

preliminary results for the year to 30th November 2003.

After exceptional items and goodwill amortisation,

Alphameric reported pre-tax losses of 俉3.5m,

compared to a pro t of £2.5m in 2002 on turnover that "7 ☁4'

was fairly static at £62.9m (£61.9m). Even before ♥m 1

goodwill and exceptional items. pre-fax pro ts from

continuing operations had almost halved from 99m in

J9

25

566 619 529

  

2002 to £4.6m. Despite a loss per share of 35p (2002: "your"; mom Nov ☁35

0.0p], the Board is recommending an 8% increase in I996 1997 was 1999 200i) 200! 2002 am: .

dividends to 2.6p for the full year re ecting the fact that D ☜MM m

the company has {tom of cash in the bank. I Patton)

Commenting on the outlook, Rodney Hornstein.

Chairman. said: "Within the Leisure division. we

continue to focus on increasing the level of recurring revenues. Provided the

positive signs from the marketplace turn into buying activity, we anticipate

that the Retail division will continue its return to improved and more normal

trading activity in the current year "

Comment: On the face of it. this is a disappointing set of results from

Alphameric but the top line numbers disguise a mixed performance by its

various divisions

Within the Leisure division. which includes retail betting and hospitality,

it was the hospitality business that stole the show with a 58% increase in

turnover to £8,7m and an 83% increase in operating pro ts to £703K. At

the retail betting business, sales dropped c8% to £26.4m while operating

But what happened at the

Retail division? Despite higher

sales (£26,4m versus £25,4m in

2002) operating pro ts before ☁the

nasty bits' were down to just

£1.2m from 俉4.2m the year before.

Alphameric blames the drop in

margins on a reduction in higher

margin software sales as weak

consumer con dence lead some

retailers to defer their investment

profits before goodwill and exceptionals fell to £2.9m from £5.0m in 2002. decisions- "'5 900d ☁0 See the
We☁re not bothered about the drop in profits here though, since they largely second half Showe☁j some .
reflect a change in Alphameric☂s business model, Instead of selling its Fixed Improvemem In Order Intakev bl☜
Odds Betting Terminals Alphameric has moved to renting them to AIphame☂IC WI☝ have to work hard

bookmakers, sensibly sacrificing short-term pro ts for increased pro tability IO Increase margins In ☁hIS ercely

and a recurring revenue stream in the longer term. competitive market. (To/a Sargeant)

EPIC FALTERS IN H1

 

Epic, provider of online learning, has announced interim results for the for the group

six months to 30th Nov. 03. Turnover has fallen 19% to E3.7m, PBT has Comment Despite the drop
fallen 18% to £0.8m and fully diluted EPS. previously 3.6p, is now 2.2p. in iUTNOVeE EPIC remains a

Commenting on the outlook, Michael lnwards. Chairman. said. strongly DFOiIIabIe and cash

☜Current sales activity levels are encouraging, particularly in the education, generatiVe Company (another

health. defence and finance markets. In Oct. 03 we referred to the poor reason for upping the dividend).

order intake at that time which would impact on our performance in the And by keeping a close eye on

second half of this financial year and this remains the case. However, the costs. the Company also

current conditions do give indications of an improved outlook for the next managed to maintain pre-tax

nancial year☜ margins at 022%.

To underline its positive outlook. Epic has doubled the dividend to 0.8p The public sector continues to

♥ reflecting the board's con dence in the medium and long-term prospects be a rich source of opportunities

[continued on page rive]
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for Epic, which counts the

education, health and defence

sectors amongst its clients, Within

central government. Epic works

with the DWP and the inland

Revenue, and has recently been

selected as an approved supplier

again. in FY05.

(Heather Brice)
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to The Environment Agency and the Of ce of the Deputy Prime Minister.

This bodes well. However, Epic's revenues from nancial services clients

(Epic's other key vertical) have 'been weaker than expected'.

But with ☁encouraging sales activity☁ across all of its core markets, we

would hope to see Epic reporting revenue, profits and earnings growth, once

A♥ Q/♥\ ♥ ON A FIRMER FOOTlNG GOING lNTO FY04

QA, provider of training and consultancy. has announced its results for

the year to SOth Nov. 03, The headlines are:

- Turnover down 11% to £29.2m

- Operating loss reduced from £5.2m to 俉0.7m and loss before tax

reduced from E63m to £3.3m (in 2002 the company had to write down

£5.5m of investments and £52m of goodwill)

- Fully diluted loss per share has reduced from 67.7p to 4.4p

- Fundraising via a rights issue is expected to raise £5.9m net of

expenses.

Keith Burgess, Executive Chairman, said: ☜Trading

conditions have remained challenging in the fourth quarter 0A plc
FYE: 30th Nov

raise £5.9m net of expenses).

This will enable GA to nalise a

long♥running dispute with the

vendors of GAlS (acquired in

1999) relating to deferred

consideration. Crucially, the fund

raising also strengthens QA's

balance sheet.

2002 Change

 

of 2003. However, the fundraising through the successful

Rights Issue and Issue for Cash, combined with the recent Training

client wins and the continuing restructuring of the market, 0°"su'ling

25.5 -9.2%

7.3 -1 8.1%

 

have given the Directors increased confidence that

performance in 2004 will improve over 2003 levels. "

Comment: We met with QA's management team to get behind the

headline numbers, At the operating level, QA made a small profit in H2. but

this was overshadowed by £0.6m operating loss in Hi. In addition, 俉0.3m

of goodwill amortisation, and 俉2.4m net exceptionals kept 0A in the red.

Keith Burgess remarked that they still have some restructuring to do (largely

relating to the group☁s property portfolio), and this continues to receive

management attention. However, QA does not expect to incur any further

exceptional charges relating to property, having made provisions in the

group accounts for the likely future exposure.

As for revenues, QA☁s 11% top line decline masks the fact that whilst its

classroom training business fell by 9% in FY03, training-related consulting

held steady. Technical consulting, however. suffered a c23% decline year on

year. Overall. QA's training operations have pretty much performed in line

with the lT training market. which we estimate contracted by (37% in 2003.

Arguably more important than the numbers themselves, is the fact that

QA's business mix is now much broader, with a bigger contribution from

public sector clients (such as the Scottish Parliament, MOD, and NHS), and

a base of twelve outsourced training contracts. We have commented before

that such deals do not guarantee a definite revenue stream, but they do

ensure access to the customers☁ entire IT training budget. We are told that

all of these twelve deals are delivering 'iong♥term pro table revenues☂, and

outsourced training new represent 020% of the group's run rate.

Looking ahead, QA goes into 2004 in pretty good shape. Just ahead of

the results. shareholders approved the fund raising announced in Jan. (to

 

32.8 I 41.2%

There are now far fewer

players left in the IT training

sector. and of those even the

leading players such as QA,

Parity and Learning Tree, can

only claim single digit market

share. With most of its 'legacy'

issues behind it, QA can now set

its sights on being a consolidator

(perhaps through acombination

of organic growth and

acquisitions), The fixed costs

associated with running a

training business mean that

every additional seat in the

classroom that is occupied has a

direct impact on the bottom line

♥ so. if QA can drive the volume

through its outsourcing deals,

2004 should see it back in the

black. And after four consecutive

years of losses that would give

investors something to cheer

about. {Heather Brice)
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Dutch lT-services firm Getronics. has

confirmed its FY03 results for the twelve months

to 3151 December 2003.

Getronics

FYE: 31st December

GETRONICS ESCAPES ITS ☁DARK CLOUD☂

Ongoing turnover EURm

Change at
constant rates

 

The headlines were previewed a few weeks

 

EMEAlalal
back. but for the record: .

_ Services
- Total revenues declined 26% to Pmduds

eur02,671m. and ongoing revenue declined Nam/mental☝,

16% to eur02,626m Services
. . Products- At the pre tax level Getronics remained

☁ Fl I [War/dicta]
loss making. euroiZOm compared to euroSQOm 95 a .
V Servtces

In FY02 Products

 

- However the net result was positive ♥ my☜

eur0246m compared to a net loss of euro409m ♥

as FY03 was boosted by aneur083rn exceptional

gain and eur0270m from divested operations Getronics

 

Ongoing turnover EU Rm

 

- Ongoing services revenues declined 9.5%

(4% at constant rates) to eurot,909m, and
FYE: 31st December

Change at
2002 Change constantrates

 

product revenues dropped 29% (26%) to Managwsewices

euro717m
Infrastructure Integration

Business Solutions

- Within EMEA, ongoing revenues declined Products

 

1366.0 ♥1 0% ♥3"/o

269.0 4% 6%

474.0 ♥♥1 5% ♥12°/n

1015.0 ♥29°/o ♥26%

 

17% (16% at constant exchange rates) to TOTAL

eurot ,877m.

Commenting on the outlook Klaas

Wagenaar. CEO and Chairman, said "Margin improvement and continuing

reduction in working capital has resulted in no meaningful net debt at the

end of 2003....Management believes there is potential for a further

improvement in the quality of revenue during 2004. as it continues to

focus on improvements in operational performance.☜

Comment: Getronics' EMEA operations (which contributes 070% of

total revenues), experienced an 8% decline in services revenues, to

euro1,305m, and a 32% fall in product revenues, to eur0572m. At

constant rates, EMEA's performance was actually poorer than Getronics'

other geographies ♥ services down 7% and products down 31%.
compared to a robust performance in the US (sen/ices up 4%, products

down 7%). and solid set of numbers from Rest of the World (down 1%,

and up 2% respectively).

The product decline in EMEA does not surprise us, as Getronics

continues to de♥emphasise non»strategic product revenue (i.e. revenue

not tied to the provision of solutions and services), However. the dip in

services revenues must be a little disappointing (in particular the 8% dip

in Managed Services revenues), as services are Getronics' focus going

toward, and EMEA is clearly their largest territory. Margins in EMEA also

lag behind those from the US and ROW. However, we are told that

☁significant☂ improvements were made in the Netherlands, ltaly and

Switzerland. (We suspect that the UK was in a better position than most

of Getronics' other European operations, as it has traditionally generated

a higher proportion of revenue from services).

However the outlook is far from gloomy. With no debt. and a clear

strategy going forward. Getronics has. at last, escaped the ☁dark cloud☁

31 24.0 ♥1 6% ♥1 1%

  

that hung over it throughout

much of 2003. Getronics☁ focus

on Managed Sen/ices and re-

useable business solutions will

help to boost margins. and the

recent fund raising has removed

any concerns customers may

have had about the company's

financial stability. Indeed, with its

house in order Getronics is

starting to attract attention as a

potential acquisition target.

Incidentally, Getronics

comments that the Managed

Services market continues to be

characterised by ☂ erce

competition and Ongoing price

pressure☂. in order to safeguard

margins. they are evaluating the

use of offshore service centres in

Mexico and Eastern Europe, as
they migrate the delivery model

from onsite to remote delivery.
With competition getting fiercer,

the time to act is now gentlemen!

{Heather Brice)
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IT outsourcing and BPO player, ITNET has

announced its results for the year to 31st

December 2003 showing an increase in turnover

of 5% to £188.5m (including a non-recurring

receipt of 俉1e9m in connection with revised

contractual the London

 

55 55755 I"7st

I057 "
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ITNET☂S FOCUSED INVESTMENT PAYS OFF

ITNET Plc

to year Revenue and PET Remrd
Relative to 1994 WE

  

agreements with 505☝ see
Borough of lslington). Commercial vs public [♥-
sector performance was as follows:

- Public sector revenues up 7% to E107t3m W MS W m,

(57% of total)

- Commercial revenues up 3% t0 俉81t2m

(43% of total).

Operating profit grew to £17.2m from £13.5m

(largely due to a significant goodwill impairment charge in 2002)

Nonetheless, before goodwill amortisation, impairment and exceptional

items. operating pro t still increased by a commendable 14% to £18.6m.

Pre-tax pro ts were Ei7t9m ♥ up from £7.3m ♥ and diluted EPS was

17,04p compared with 3.01p last year. The Board has recommended a

10% increase in dividend to 4.26p.

Bridget Blow, Chief Executive said: "Our strategy of investing in areas of

the business, which we believed would show growth, has paid off.☜ We

expect to strengthen further our market position in Local Government,

increase our market share in Central Government, and further develop our

sector strengths in 77'ansport and Services, working from the strong base

provided by our forward order book, "

Comment: ITNET has found a home for itself in some great markets

and its focused investment is indeed paying off With a commendable

balance between the public sector (57%) and commercial markets (43%)

it's worth taking a closer look at the performance of both sides of the

business.

Public sector

Clearly the ☁iewel in the crown'

is ITNET's local government

business. Revenues were up8%

to 俉91,7m, slightly outperforming

the market The company☁s

framework for e-government

(OneGov). considered an 'industry

standard' by many, is serving it

well. its SAP implementation and

hosting service are also proving

popular with local authorities

Both offerings are high margin.

in central government, the E83m Cabinet Of ce contract is the

company☁s first major contract (it was previously a market served

predominantly by its management consultancy French Thornton). As yet

there are no material revenues from the contract hence the 13% fall in

revenues from this sub-sector. The future for lTNET in central government

will depend heavily on the outcome of this datacentrehosting contracts

El Revenue (Em)
I PET 12m)

Total = 21 83.5m (Elmm)

Central gavernmml
7% (9%)

  

  

  Local government
51% (47%)

Transport 15% (13%)
Services 5% (6%)

OtherCommercral
2m (23%)

 

44

was 1999 2000 20m 2002 2mm

Yul enmng am nee

Such projects require heavy

capital investment so we suspect

a great deal of effort is going into

making a success of its

Elsewhere in the public sector,

the French Thornton

management consultancy, has

picked up some business with

NHS IT Procurement and NHS

Purchasing and Supply Agency

(PaSA) but ITNET has not

bene ted directly from any of the

recently awarded regional LSP

contracts. Speaking to Chairman,

Lord Crickhowell, ITNET is keen

to bene t from Richard Granger's

spending spree (Ed isn't

everyone?), and

believes (as we do)

that there will be

opportunities to

support the likes of

BT and other LSP

winners. With no

previous health sector

experience. lTNET is

likely to find this

tough

Commercial

In the commercial

sector, the transport and services

(mainly utilities) sectors continue

to be the shining stars ♥ transport

revenues were up 22% and

represented 16% of total

turnover, while services revenues

were up 14% and represented

ITNEI' - 20m (2002) Business Mix by Industry Sector

[continued on page oigmi
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[continued lrum page seven]

about 7% of total turnover,

Interestingly, ITNET has deaemphasised the financial sen/ices sector ♥

choosing to include the turnover from the vertical into a 'general' pot. This

'general' commercial category represents some 21% or E40m of ITNET's

turnover ♥ clearly too big a chunk for us to ignore. Revenues from these

'other' commercial sectors fell 9% year on year.

ITNET has several clients in the financial services sector, including

Credit Lyonnais and Equitas. We believe this sector will be the second

fastest growing sector (after the public sector) in the UK over the next few

years. so we did at rst question ITNET☁s decision to focus elsewhere,

However. the financial services sector is also a crowded market _

companies such as IBM, EDS and Unisys (to name )ust three) haVe

substantial expertise.

VEdlor REMAINS LIMITED

Vedior, the Dutch mega-staf ng company and parent company of UK

ITSAs Abraxas and MVM Recruitment. revealed results for the year to 31st

December 2003. The highlights for the Group include:

- Turnover fell 8% in 2003 to eur05.97bn (2002: eur06.15bn)

- Operating income before goodwill amortisation was down 2% to

eurot 74m (excluding the effect of currency fluctuations and acquisitions as
well operating income was up by 3%)

- Pre-tax losses lessened slightly to euro145m (2002: euro☁l48m) and

loss per share eased to eurot .20 (2002: eurot .26).

Globally Vedior's IT staf ng businesses reported a 16% drop in revenUes
compared to 2002 to eur0572m (♥5% on a constant currency and organic

basis) but 32% growth in operating profits (before goodwill amortisation) to
euro25m (2002: euro19m).

By geography, the worst performing region was Vedior's home country

the Netherlands where total turnover (not just IT) fell by 18% to euro485m

and operating income more than halved to eurot 1m (2002: eurong)_ By

comparison, the UK businesses saw turnover fall by 6% in 2003 to

eur0679m (actually 4% growth excluding currency fluctuations and

acquisitions) and operating income before goodwill drop 2% to eum47m.

Commenting on the outlook, Tony Martin, Chairman, said: ☜The g,adua/

pattern of recovery experienced in 2003

differs from historic trends within the

staf ng industry and visibility remains T Vedior♥Business Mix FY03
Eur5.97bn (2002: Eur6-. . OtaI =

limited. "

Comment: Vedior's results are a

mixed bag complicated by currency

movements and acquisitions. Overall, the Rest of Europe

IT staffing businesses have, as we'd 19"/v(18°/o)

expect, suffered in revenue terms as

pricing pressure and low levels of

demand take their toll. but underlying

pro tability within the IT businesses is

improving.

Vedior☁s Q4 numbers suggest that

the trend in the IT staf ng market is also

Rest or WOrld

8% (7%)  

 

    

   

 

Netherlands
8% (10%)

UK 11% (12%)

We therefore support ITNET's

decision to concentrate instead

on the transport and services

sectors where it has some strong

reference sites. Fortunately the

company also has some strong

cross-industry solutions such as

SAP implementation/hosting and

infrastructure/desktop services,

which will continue to provide

revenue opportunities across the

whole of the commercial sector.

(Georgina O'Toole)

VEDIOR: VISIBILITY IN STAFFING INDUSTRY

an improving one. Its IT staffing

sales In 04 were at overall but

positive in its largest markets: the

US. Japan and UK. In the UK,

Vedior reported "positive sales

growth {in 04) in both traditional

and IT staf ng Sectors for the rst

time in two years."

Nevertheless. we think

Vedior's management are right to

have a cautious outlook ♥ Martin

notes that the latest staffing

market data from France

indicates a volume decline in

January. But with its established

geographicaI footprint (of ces in

33 countries). and its spread of

disciplinesi Vedior is well placed

to weather any further storms.

(To/a Sargea☂l☁)

15bn)

France 47%(44☁Vo)

us 7% (9%)
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DIAGONAL ON SLOW ROAD TO RECOVERY

59p

Farnham-based lTSA and SAP

consultancy Diagonal has announced 10 year evez'rzazlpm Record
its results for the year to 28th Ralativemmga

November 2003. a dif cult year for the

company. m 6.2

Here are the highlights:

' Total turnover fell by 11% to 702 72.4 82143 322 4.3635

£56.3m (down 20% on an organic 20% 33 56': 24
basis) in 2003. from £63.6m the year 192 H 23.3 -

before. ☁4] 0☁9 1

0 Operating losses were Eiitm

compared to £26m in 2002. 2'3

. Profit before tax was 1994 1995 l996 1997 1998 1999 2WD 2001 2002 2003

Including goodwill amortisation and

exceptional costs. losses deepened to

£2.8m from £2.3m the year before.

- Loss per share eased to 3.4p.

down from a loss of 4.6p in 2002.

Diagonal also announced the

acquisition of Egility Solutions Ltd. a consultancy business specialising

in the retail sector, for a maximum consideration of £2.5m

Commenting on the outlook. Mark Samuels. Chairman. said: "Recent

evidence points towards some recovery in corporate investment in IT

solutions. Many of the projects which were deferred last summer are

beginning to come back on track and we expect to see the benefits of

these improvements. although not until the second half of the year,☜

Comment: What a traumatic year 2003 was for Diagonal with both

a failed M80 and a pro ts warning to contend with. It is. however.

starting the new financial year with a new management team that is

committed to getting the company back on track. Indeed. work began

in 04 with some ☁vigorous corrective action'. which included a certain

amount of cost cutting

CEO. Colin Burnside describes Diagonal's current status as having

☁turned thecorner☂. Certainly there is evidence that since he took hold of

the reins last July, Diagonal is getting itself into order. The acquisition of

Egility Solutions is part of the company's strategy to move into growth

areas ♥ in this case. retail. Burnside says Egility will complement the

work already being done through the achuisition in February 2003 of

change management consultancy. Partners for Change

Diagonal's also planning to go after more government business and

its alliance with Hedra is a first step towards gaining exposure in this

sector☁ It's early days. though and the company is still trying to identify

a niche within which it can grow its relatively small public sector

business.

Worthy of note is the company☁s new office in Kuala Lumpur, which

it says is 'the fastest growing region for SAP implementations☂, it will

serve as a ☁Iower cost but highly skilled consulting resource☁ and is what

Burnside describes as 'our version of offshore☂. And, after turning away

D Revenue (Em)

I PET (in)

Year ending 23m Nov

business last year because it

wasn☁t able to get the rates it

wanted. Diagonal's had to

accept that it's just going to

have to be more ☁flexible' on

pricing v something the Kuala

Lumpur office will certainly

contribute to

Burnside is driving some

other general improvements

across the company. Following

the aborted MBO last year, a

new management team was

created.

More importantly. the team

has a different outlooki It's

focussed externally rather than

internally with Burnside himself

keen to get in front of clients.

But despite these steps

fonNard. it's unlikely that FY04

will be the year Diagonal returns

to full health. Indeed. as

Burnside puts it. the company is

like a 'super tanker turning

around': the change of direction

will happen. but at a very slow

rate.

(Kate Hanaghan)
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TALGENTRA IN GOOD SHAPE
Tal'g'entra

Talgentra. the provider of global customer billing and revenue collection

solutions. has released results for the year to 30th September 2003.

revealing an increase in both revenues and pro ts. The reported turnover of

£14.0m (up 7% from £13.1m in 2002) and operating profit of £4.87m (up

12% from £4.35m in 2002) represents record results for the company. Brian

Dewis. Chief Executive. commented. ☜Growth has been fuelled by market

de-regu/ation, particularly in the communications and utilities sectors, where

consumers are now much more likely to change suppliers. Additionally the

unprecedented high level of consumer debt is driving demand for revenue

collect/on solutions",

Comment: We spoke with Chris Buckham. Director of Marketing. to get

a better understanding of Talgentra☁s business and its current performance

and prospects. Talgentra's revenues are split rougth 50:50 between two

software suites: Gentrack (customer information and billing solution for

utilities) and Tallyman (a cross-sector solution for revenue and management

collection) Another product Airport 20/20. the airport information and billing

system. adds about ESOOK.

The UK accounts for approximately 43% of revenues in 2003 (up from

about a third in 2002). The EMEA region (predominantly the UK) was the

only region to grow its revenues last year (by more than a 40%). A high

proportion of this growth can be explained because the licence fee revenue

from global deals (such as those recently announced with Courts and

Hutchinson 3(3) is accounted for in the UK. However. the performance was

also boosted due to the excellent growth of the

Tallyman business. which accounts for the lion's

share of UK revenues (Gentrack is only marketed in

Asia-Pac), Buckham ascribes the growth in

Tallyman's revenues to the rising level of consumer

debt encouraging businesses to review their revenue

collection systems. and as Dewis commented. an

increased tendency in the utilities sector to change

suppliers.

After a year of growth. revenues from Tallyman

are expected to be relatively flat in 2004. Publicly

Talgentra is projecting 12-15% growth in revenues

and pro ts for the business as a whole. driven by

Prolesstonai SSWICE 34%

WHY PHOENIX IT IS A FLYER

With the scent of an IPO hanging in the air. we were pleased this month

to catch up with theteam behind Phoenix IT to learn more about the

company we have come to refer to as 'a nice little earner☁, Phoenix. which

provides managed services. was formed in 1980 and taken over by its

current CEO. Nick Robinson. in 1993. in 1997 it gained financial backing

from Alchemy. which now owns a 44.5% share in the company.

Phoenix has been consistently pro table with strong organic growth and

   

increased demand for Gentrack

due to the replacement cycle for

billing systems in Asia-Paci c.

Buckham claims these

forecasts are cautious and take

into account a possible increase

in competition in the market for

revenue collection solutions.

All in all. the business looks to

be in good shape. The revenue

profile is typical of other

businesses in the Sanderson

Group: 27% initial Licence Fees

(lLF). 35% recurring licence fees,

and 32% professional services.

With a clear niche focus. a high

level of recurring revenues. 30%+

operating margins and the

backing of its parent company.

we see no reason to doubt

Talgentra's projections for 2004,

(Georgina O'Toole)

Talgmtm: Fvna Revenue Breakdown

Initial Licence Fees 29%

Recurring Licmce Fees 27%

pre-tax profits of 25.8m on

revenues of £52.7m for the year

to Gist March 03. That☁s ahighly

commendable margin oft 1% and

many times what we have come

to expect from similar companies,

Earlier this year. Robinson

[continued on page eleven]



[continued from page ten]

made clear his intention to oat the company. While we consider the

rumoured valuation of £200m to be a bit optimistic. there's no denying

that CEO Nick Robinson has created a lean business using what we

believe to be a unique model ♥ at least in the UK.

It's unique because it does not sell to the end-user ♥ it operates solely

through partners And over the last two years there has been a ☂massive

shift' in the company's customer base towards Sls and outsourcers (such

as Syntegra. which is its biggest customer). The very nature of its business

model means Phoenix incurs no bidding costs and can avoid stepping on

the toes of would-be competitors by partnering with them. And it☁s a model

that's evidently working very well.

Robinson has chosen Northampton as the company☂s headquarters.

where people and building costs are much lower than elsewhere in the

country. Where he hasn't scrimped is on buying in the right management

with the right experience: "We have a very settled management team that

knows what it's doing. We☁ve always recruited people that have had

 

Northamptonshire♥based document management software provider

INVU is off to a bright start after its launch on AIM on 6th Jan. 04. Since

Its 28m placing at 8.5p. INVU's shares have risen steadily to around 11p.

valuing the company at around £10m.

Comment: INVU is chaired by Daniel Goldman, son of Sage late-

founder. David. INVU Inc. was listed on NASDAQ until Dec. 03. having

LOSS IN 2003

 

Software and IT services mixed business. Microgen. reported deeper

losses for the full year ending 31 December 2003. as the effect of

acquisitions bit hard into profits. While total revenues grew by 4% to

£26.4m. organic revenues fell by 8% to £23,2m.

Operating losses widened by 21% to £2.6m. although this masked a

return to a small pro t (i3816K) in continuing operations after the previous

year's $12.2m loss. Pre~tax losses deepened by 20% to 俉2.4m. loss per

share improved by 24% to 3.2p. Microgen continues not to pay a dividend.

In its new structure. Managed Services (transaction processing and

document management) was the only division to show a revenue increase.

up 71% to £76m, although £2.2m of this was 'exceptional' one-off fees.

Microgen's two acquisitions (MMT and Imago) happened too late in the year

to contribute enough to boost revenues in Microgen's Consultancy.

Software & Maintenance. and Legacy divisions.

Microgen executive chairman Martyn Ratcliffe still views market

conditions as 'unpredictab/e☂ and is assuming (we are pleased to note) that

'market conditions will not improve in the near term'. He mooted further

acquisitions

Comment: Microgen's acquisition of up♥market IT staff agency. MMT.

was a pretty bold move as MMT was larger in turnover. and also loss♥
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experience of much bigger jobs

so we don't have to wait for them

to learn as they go along. "

The primary driver for the

oatation. which is unlikely to

happen before the second half of

the year, is to fund acquisitions

and provide liquidity for

shareholders. However. as we've

been saying for the past few

months. any company that plans

to oat this year must beware that

the current 'Window of |PO~

tunity☁ might not stay open for too

long. (Kate Hanaghan)

INVU OFF TO BRIGHT START ON AIM

joined the US market back in

1998. Another player taking

advantage of the 'window of

IPO♥tunity' that we think we will

not remain open for too many

months. (Anthony Miller)

ACQUISITIONS PUSH MICROGEN DEEPER INTO

making. But Ratcliffe has used

the acquisition. and that of much

smaller financial services

consultancy Image, to restructure

and broaden the business.

Whether a c£20m company

is big enough to support four

separate business lines. is. we

think. rather open to question.

While Microgen appears to have

integrated (almost) MMT and

Imago. we hope they do not 'do

an Anite' and go on a spending

spree and end up in all sorts of

grief with ☁acquisition

indigestion', But Ratcliffe is a

smart egg and we doubt he'd fall

into that trap. Let☁s see what

2004 brings.

(Anthony M/Iler)
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ASP Netstore. has announced

interim results for the six months to

Gist Dec 2003. achieving operating

pro tability in Q2 for the rst time in

the company's history. The

headline numbers are as follows:

0 Turnover up 70% compared

to the same period last year. to

£10.6m. and up 33% on the

previous six months

- For the period as a whole

operating losses were £0.4m.

compared to £2.2m

- Loss before tax improved

from 21 .9m to £0.7m

0 Fully diluted loss per share

was 0.70p. compared to 1.96p.

In a separate statement.

Netstore also announced that it will

be separating the roles of Chairman

and CEO. with Neil Lloyd. the

current CFO. taking over the role of

CEO at the end of March. Paul

Barry♥Walsh. currently Chairman

and CEO. will remain with Netstore

as Executive Chairman. Sugi

Sugunasingha will replace Lloyd as

CFO. and Robert Hokln has joined

as VP of Sales.

Commenting on the outlook.

Paul Barry-Walsh said. "The high

level of revenue visibility and the

stability of our cost base give a great

deal of con dence that short-term

CQMPEL

NETSTORE MOVES IN OPERATING PROFIT IN OZ

targets will be met. We have now proved that we have apro table business

model and have strengthened our team to gear up for growth. / am con dent

about our future prospects☝.

Comment: Netstore's move into operating pro tability in 02 is a milestone

for the company. Barry-Walsh also reported that they were cash generative

(operating cash ow was £1.4m during the period). and EMS Global (acquired

December 2003). is now trading pro tably.

Revenue from managed IT services under long-term Contracts continues to

account for the major part of Netstore's business. and whilst that proportion

dipped just below 50% in H1 (as they completed the implementation phases of

two very large contracts with Hackney Council and Housing Corporation) longer

term (and for the full year) the contribution from managed service is expected to

return to 60%.

Quite rightly. Netstore is concentrating on its core ASP business. and made

a series of disposals in H1. In November. it sold off a small ISP business

acquired as part of NetConnect (March 03) and in December it sold its SME On

Line Backup business to BT (an arrangement that sees Netstore continuing to

manage the infrastructure but BT managing the customer engagement). The

reduction in turnover from these disposals is c£0.4m and the effect on OP

☁negligible'.

In addition. earlier this month Netstore disposed of RedFiock Technologies

♥ its loss-making mobile software subsidiary ♥ to the management. RedRock

had consistently under-perfonned, and no longer tted with Netstore's strategy

of selling hosted services to medium and large organisations.

So. after a few digressions, Netstore is now shaping up. The company is

successfully carving out a nichein the hosted services space via a combination

of organic growth and bite-size acquisitions. and in addition to selling direct. is

developing partnerships with the likes of BT and NTL.

Looking ahead. income from deferred revenue and contracted renewals.

plus revenue from other projects signed (but not yet completed). will total c218m

in the full year (comfortably ahead of FYOB's total revenues of 212.5m). With the

contribution from EMS Global kicking in. in H2. and overheads unlikely to

increase maten'ally. Netstore should be on course to deliver its maiden pro t.

(Heather Brice)

COMPEL SEES HALF-WAY 'STABILITY'

Compel. a provider of a range of managed computer services has

announced its results for the six months to 31st December 2003. Turnover

is up 18% to $29.3m. Operating losses have improved from E406K to

EZOBK while LBT have made an improvement to £260K. Last year's loss

per share of 2,3p is now a diluted EPS of 0.8p. In December 03 it acquired

Syscap Computer Rentals for a net cash consideration of £2.5m.

Neville Davis. Chief Executive. said: "These are a respectable set of results

against the backdrop of a stabilising market...We believe we can continue to

grow organically and we are well placed to take advantage of appropriate

acquisition opportunities, on a prudent and selective basis. as these arise. ☝

Comment: It☁s good to hear that the 'declines of previous years ...were not

repeated' during the period. And. with an on-going focus on cost and cash

control in markets that are

☁generally stable☁. Compel might

just see itself edge into pro tability

in the near future, But until

Compel provides figures for the

split between its solutions

business (Compelsolve) and its

rental business (Hamilton

Rentals). we can☁t judge where it

is in its journey from reseller to

solutions provider.

(Kate Hanaghan)

 



 

AI
London Bridge Group

 

London Bridge Software. a provider

of software to the financial sector has London Bridge
FYE: 28th November
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LONDON BRIDGE ANNOUNCES 2003 RESULTS

Turnover 2m

 

announced its results for the year to Bist

December 2003. Turnover is down 6% to

£58.2m (or by just EZOOK in constant

currency terms). Profitability at the

operating level remained almost static at

Licence fees

Maintanence income

 

Development, training. consulting

E-commmerce service income

 

£329K (that's excluding a£35.9m

goodwill impairment charge and other

exceptional items in 2002). It☁s a similar

story at the pretax level where the company moved into profits by 俉528K.

compared with losses of 俉51.4m in 2002. The loss per share of 30.31p last

year has now become an EPS of 0.04p.

Commenting on the results. Chairman. Gordon Crawford said:

"Looking to 2004. we expect market conditions to show some signs of

improvement, London Bridge is well positioned in its core markets and has

a strong customer base. We have a strong balance sheet and continue to

be highly cash generative. ☝

Comment: Looking at a breakdown of the company☁s activities. it's the

development. installation. training and consultancy business that's taken

the biggest knock: sales are down 81% to £11,8m. The company says it's

working on more 'value»added' consulting projects. but it's battling against

a market that we don't see returning to growth until 2005.

To its credit. London Bridge has maintained its R&D investment at just

over the $1th mark. This has enabled it to produce web versions of

certain products and it is now supplementing its licence sales with the

TOTAL

 

provision of hosted and ASP

sen/ices.

Recurring revenues from e-

services and maintenance are up

and now represent 54% of total

sales and it's managed to keep

costs at bay by reducing

headcount during the year.

Going into the new nancial year

the company expects to see

some slight improvements. But

with its consulting business

stuck in the doldrums. 2004

looks set to be

demanding year.

(Kate Hanaghan)

another

☂\ BT IT SERVICES STARTS TO DELIVER TOP
BTQ!

Despite BT's 8% slump in revenues from its 'traditional business' in Q3.

it was a pretty good quarter for the IT Services bits BT Global Solutions

and BT Syntegra. Signi cantly. these were constantly referred to together

in the announcement. Contract wins were 21 .6b (mainly through the NHS's

National Programme for IT (prlT)) at BT Syntegra and EOJb at BT Global

Solutions (subcontract to BT and Accenture at prIT and to CGEY at Inland

Revenue Aspire). Together they have won £6,3b new orders in the last six

months ~ compared to annual revenues of £3.4b.

In 03. Solutions reported a 14% increase in revenues to £685m and

EDITDA was up 3% at £80m as customers 'continued migration of

traditional voice only services to managed ICT contracts☁. BT Syntegra saw

revenues up 11% at £162m with EBITDA unchanged at £11m.

Overall BT reckons its IT Services revenues rose 18% in the quarter to

俉0.6b. You might ask "Why the discrepancy?" Remember that much of BT

Global Solutions revenues is In the rebilling/pass through of other BT

services. The EGOOm is a bit closer to the de nition of S/ITS that we use

here at Ovum. Regardless. this is much better than the average market

growth and demonstrates what a growing force ET is in that space,

LINE GROWTH

Remember this is before prIT

cuts in.

BT's IT services operations

are now above the parapet. We

believe they will now get greatly

increased attention within BT »

mainly because of their potential

to deliver top line growth whilst

much of the rest of BT declines.

We would not be surprised to see

M&A ♥ hopefully not too mega

We would prefer a 'series of

modest meals' rather than ☁one

big blow out☁. Regardless. the

obvious 'togetherness' of BT

Global Solutions and BT

Syntegra is music to our ears.

Long overdue. (Richard Ho/way)
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MORSE ANNOUNCES INTERIMS AND MORE

POSITIVE OUTLOOK

European ☁technology integrator☁ Morse Morse PIC Turn ave: Em Operating prnrltzm'

 

has announced interims for the six months

ended 31 st December 2003.

Six months ended

☜le9: 03 m 5☁ Him HI N HI in Change

 

- Group turnover was pretty much static

at £187.1m (H1 03: £185.8m), but stripping

out the contribution from the German

business Techsol acquired in December.

UK a. lretand
Germany
France
Spam

131.4

20.8

25.6

3.1

2.9 ♥56.7☁/a

0.1

6.7
♥t.0 Loss to grain

♥o.7 Loss both

0.7

-o.3

0.6 157%

  

turnover dipped 02%

     

3.0 6.0 ♥50.n%

  

- Comparisons with the previous six

months are much more favourable, showing

revenue up 13% (10% on an organic basis)

- Morse☁s tough (but commendable) three☁year amortisation policy

continues to impact pro ts, and kept them in the red. £10.7m of goodwill

amortisation during the period meant operating losses deepened to £7.9m (H1

03: £5.4m)

- And pre tax losses, previously 俉4.6m, are now £6.8m

- Fully diluted loss per share is 6.2p (5.3p)

- The interim dividend is up from 1.0p to 1.05p.

Commenting on the results, Richard Lapthome, Chairman, said: "This is a

better set ofresults produced in a pen☁od where we have seen renewed interest

from customers in /T expenditure. Although we expect trading to improve

overall during the current calendar year compared with last year, we anticipate

that the precise outcome will remain dif cult to predict in terms of phasing".

Comment: We spoke with Morse☁s Chief Executive, Duncan McIntyre ♥ he

was pleased to be able to report increasing levels of activity, and, in some

instances, increased business.

But it☁s a mixed picture, with Morse's geographies delivering different

performances. The situation in the UK has stabilised, with revenue up c15% on

the previous six months, and signs of a pick-up in Morse's consulting business

(formerly Delphis).

indeed Morse has started to increase headcount here (and increased pay

to enhance employee retentionl), and reports a number of ☁key wins☁ that

underpin FY04.

improving customer sentiment, particularly in nance (Morse's biggest

vertical), led to a number of high value deals. But, these were product deals at

☁low margin due to their size and rarity in the market'. Consequently, margins

dipped below 20%, from c22% in the preceding period. Nevertheless, its an

encouraging Sign, and as McIntyre points out, if they are on the inside track

with such customers, supplying the technology, they are better placed to

secure follow on integration, consultancy and support.

Morse also reported a 100% increase in public sector revenues, compared

to the previous six months, and an 86% uplift on H1 03. Notably, Morse

secured a 25m CODtraCl with the House of Commons Library to provide an

information management system. The deal sees Morse design, build, support

and maintain the system over ve years, and whilst it is not big in monetary

terms it will be a valuable reference site.

The contribution from Morse☁s continental European operations is growing,

both in absolute terms, and as a proportion of total revenues. The German

operation delivered a 40% increase in turnover to £29,1m compared to Ht 03,

~ pre goodwill amonrsatron and exceptional items

a combination of organic growth

and the impact of Techsol. More

importantly, Germany returned to

operating pro tability A stronger

solutions mix in the period led to

improved margins.

Spain also delivered a strong

performance, with revenues and

profits up. However, trading

conditions in France ☁remain

volatile', and reduced spend by a

major customer meant turnover

was down 18% (compared to the

preceding six months and H1 03).

France also remains loss making.

Morse is looking to the local

management to broaden its

customer base, develop a more

'balanced☂ infrastructure portfolio

and ☁coherent☁ service offering ♥

but these things take time.

So, with the exception of

France, the business looks to be

enjoying much greater stability.

McIntyre admits that visibility

remains limited, and they will need

to keep a watchful eye on the cost

base if margins are not going to

suffer, but today☁s results show that

Morse's strategy ♥ to develop a

balance between its infrastructure

and services businesses, and its UK

and Continental European

operations ♥ is progressing well.

And as you would expect of a

company run by accountants, the

focus remains rmly on cash

generation and earnings.

(Heather Brice)

 



 

BPO player. Capita has announced its results for the
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CAPITA ☁BORES☂ THROUGH THE MAGIC BILLlON

Capita Gmup pl:
10 year Revenue and Pat Record

year to 31st Dec. 03. The headline numbers are as

follows:

- Turnover is up 20% to £1.1bn

- Operating pro t from continuing operations is up

19% to EiOBm

- Pro t before tax is up 20% to £93.5m

- Diluted EPS has increased 24% to 8.42p.

   

Revenue (Em)

I FBT (Em)
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2 ☁2 3 I73153
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595 235
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Rod Aldridge, the company's Executive Chairman

said: ☜Capita continues to deliver strong growth in

turnover, pro ts and cash flow and is well positioned to

maintain this performanceWWe already have signi cant visibility of

revenues and pro ts for 2004 and prospects for further growth remain

excellent. "

Comment: We went along to Capita's analyst brie ng to worship at the

altar of the high priests of BPO. led by cardinal Aldridge. As ever, we were

humbled by the mystic incantations and numerology. and all but fell to our

knees in awe. And why wouldn't we? This is the 15th year of consecutive

growth in revenue. pro ts and EPS since Capita oated which. I guess. puts

them at ☁boring and a halt☁. And with 85-90% oftheir 2004 revenues already

secure (and no major contracts up for renewal this year either) their target

☁to achieve double-digit compound growth' in revenues over the next ve

years while generating operating margins of ☁12% or above' looks supremely

reasonable. Capita have very simply carved themselves a niche (a big one

and growing) in 'integrated☁ BPO services in both the public and private

sectors ♥ a position that few (any?) can emulate without using partners. And

the opportunity is to all intents and purposes. limitless. We estimate that the

1994 1995 1996

METHODS
uwxutiist;

GROWTH

 

Privately held 'upmarket☁ lTSA and consultancy. Methods Consulting has

announced its results for the six months to 31st Oct. 03. Turnover was £15.6m.

representing an almost 50% increase on the comparable period last year Pro ts.

at the operating and pre♥tax level, have more than doubled to 21m. However.

pressure on tee rates saw gross margins decline from15.5% to 14%.

in the last six months the company. which previously went by the name of

Methods Application has had some pretty positive news to report. it won a Earn/5

year contract to develop and manage the new NHS e-recruitment service (note

that revenues from this are not included in this latest set of results). In Nov. 03 it

expanded its range of sen/ices available through S-Cat and is now accredited

aeross all of the 6 newly de ned service groups.

Comment: Without a doubt, Methodsx strength in the public sector has

served it well. We spoke with the company's joint MD. Mark Johnston who said

that as well as there being increased demand from existing clients. Methods is

winning new business too ♥ as evidenced by the NHS contract.

But alongside the public sector work. Methods is ☁covertng its back☁ by doing

more pr'wate sector work. Johnston is seeing what he describes as ☁green shoots'

1997

t

53

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2033

Year ending 315! Dec

UK BPO market was worth some

E4bn in 2003. out of a potential

(very theoretical maximum)

opportunity of £165bn (though

Capita takes. as ever. a more

conservative view of £65bn). They

could easily achieve their target

growth from new business alone ♥

though of course they will happily

take share from other players

when the opportunity arises. Are

they infallible? No. Are they

beyond criticism? No. Are they

the best mn and most successful

player in their sector? Yes ♥ and

long may it last. {Anthony Miller)

PUBLIC SECTOR BUOYS METHODS CONSULTING

amongst clients. It☂s early days. but

he claims there is a detectable

change in attitude and a growing

con dence. In the nancial sector.

which we forecast to be the second

tastest growing sector in the UK over

the next few years. customers are

☁warming up' to the idea of taking

action on the back of Basel ll.

Johnston doesn't anticipate a

slow-down in growth and estimates

that within two years of the end of

FY04. the company will be

registering a turnover of c£40m. At

current course and speed. that

doesn't look too unreasonable to us.

(Kate Hanaghan)
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CGE&Y has announced its
headline results for the year to 31st

December 2003. The highlights are
as follows:

- Total revenues for 2003 were
eur05.75bn, compared to

euro7.05bn in 2002 ♥ a 12.5%

decrease at constant exchange

rates and scope or an 18.3%

decrease at current exchange rates

- Activity did not stabilise during

the year and revenue for the

second half was down 8.3% on the

rst half at constant exchange rates
0 Operating pro t climbed 36%

to euroi 55m (2002: eur0114m) as
a result of further cost cutting

The net loss was euro197m ♥

after taking into account (amongst

other things) a euro251m

restructuring charge and goodwill

depreciation of euro38m, compared

to a loss of euroSt 4m the year before.

Not surprisingly any growth came

from outsourcing, which increased its

contribution to 30% of Group

revenues, up from 27% in 2002. In

fact, half the 2003 order intake

(euro11.7bn) relates to outsourcing,

including the Inland Revenue Aspire

win. But these contracts came too

late in the year to impact 2003

revenues. The Protect & Consulting

business continued to decline and

now accounts for 62% of revenues,

down from 67% the year before.

OGE&Y PREVIEWS 2008 RESULTS

Comment: It all sounds horribly familiar: reorganisation ongoing, growth

unsure, and horribly margins taking too long to recover Cap Gemini's

performance in 2003 was below what its leadership was hoping for this time last

year, and there are worrying signs that this year might not be so great, either.

First. although revenues met market expectations, signs of improvement

still look fragile. Indeed, H2 2003 revenues show a further deterioration of 1 1%

(8.3% in real terms) from H1, a similar rate of decline as in 2002, Bookings of

eur011.7b look good, a 30% or so increase from 2002. However, excluding

the UK Inland Revenue mega-contract, bookings would stand at EUR3.3b,

the same level as in H2 2002. This yields a pretty similar book-to-bill ratio as

in H2 2002. Adding this to the three revenue warnings in 2003, CGE&Y☁s goal

of getting back to organic growth in 2004 looks ambitious.

Second, although the good news is that performance improved in the UK ♥

a big money-loser in 2002. and in Central Europe and Benelux. the really

depressing news is that performance in France and North America, the biggest

geographies. deteriorated in 2003. This raises some serious issues for 2004.

Third. the warning that CGE&Y's main motor of growth ♥outsourcing ♥

won't improve margins is not very encouraging. Will growth actually create

much lower margins?

Although UK revenues (actually, UK & lreland) fell by 17% to euro1016m

2003, the business unit returned to pro t. with margins of 2.9% in H1 and

4.3% in H2. Even the revenue drop is not quite as bad as it looks. Based on

average euro exchange rates in 2002 and 2003, we estimate that CGE&Y UK
revenues dropped by ☁just☁ 8-9% in 2003 to around E700-705m. But the

magni cent winat inland Revenue will make a heck of a difference in 2004

and beyond, CGE&Y expects to book £245m from the contract this calendar

year, and £368m in the rst full year of the deal. If they can stem the retreating

tide in other parts of their UK business, that will give them a fair shot at

returning to the Top Five in the UK rankings this year.

It looks like Cap Gemini believes the current industry mantra that the cost♥

cutting cycle of the last few years is now over. and that top-line recovery can

now only be achieved by revenue growth. But we're sceptical that Cap

Gemini's markets will grow appreciably, which means the company must take

market share from rivals, something it may struggle to do. Will the temptation

be to take on unpro table outsourcing business just to get those revenues
gures up? We hope not. (Francois Daurral/Anlhony Miller)

G ANOTHER TUMULTUOUS MONTH FOR EDS
DS

It☁s been another tumultuous

month for EDS. both locally and in

their corporate HQ in Plano, Texas.

Since the well-documented

disappointments at the NHS earlier

in the month. and at Inland Revenue

in December 2008, they have:

- Announced further job cuts

and their intention to move more
work offshore

0 Won a landmark BPO deal at

UK insurance rm Liverpool \ ctoria

0 Reported a dreadful set of
results for Q4 03

- Withdrew from bidding for the UK NHS broadband link (☁N3') contract

0 Put its Product Lifecycle Management business up for sale

- Added another 'Feld Crony☁ to its executive line-up.

We have reported on all of these events extensively in HotNews so we

won't repeat them here. But trying to work out what this all means for EDS is

rather tricky ♥ and still a bit ☁previous☁. Nonetheless, let's give it a go,

From the corporate standpoint, EDS are in all sorts of trouble. Their nancial

woes are causing great grief. of course. They have taken a huge hit on the deeply

troubled US Navy Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI) contract which contributed to

massive losses in Q4 08 and across the year. Their order book has halved, their

share price has slumped, and they are selling some of the 'family jewels' (Le.

PLM) to help reduce debt. Meanwhile, EDS chairman and CEO. Mike Jordan.

has added yet another executive from Feld Group, the consultancy EDS

[continued on page seventeen]



[continued from page sixteen]

acquired middanuaryto his top team. which speaks volumes for the ☁con dence' that

he has in the capab ity and potential in the ranks of senior management within EDS.

All of this will engender uncertainty among EDS' customers and investors. This

will make it even more dif cult for them as they bid for future megadeals. not just in

their home territory but around the world. Long-term contracts require long-term

con dence in the supplier. EDS realises all of this. of course. and has been taking

every opportunity of late to reinforce the message that they see 2004 as a

watershed year to put the past behind them so they can grow again in 2005.

Indeed. EDS CFO Bob Swan told Wall Street analysts in Feb.04 that he is expecting

bookings to rise by 20♥25% this year. to around $17♥18bn, He feels this target is

reasonable given their ☁pleti☁y stable' recuning revenue stream of some 88♥ian

(sounds rather a wide spread to us) plus a growing pipeline.

At the local level. we're still awaiting con rmation of how EDS☁ UK businas

nished up in 2003. We are expecting no better than ' at'. The loss of Inland

Revenue and the failure to win any of the NHS deals will almost certainly lead to

revenue decline in 2004. But on the bright side, the £109m/13 year BPO deal at
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Liverpool \ ctoria proves that EDS is

in the right place at the right time and

winning business.

It is far to early to be writing

EDS' obituaw. When all's said and

done. EDS is still the leading

outsourcing player in the UK by a

country mile. and among the very

top in Europe and worldwide This is

a position they are not likely to cede

any time soon. But they have to

show they can pick themselves up

and brush themselves down. and.

as the song goes. start (well. almost)

all over again.

(Anthony Miller)

MCA MEMBERS OPTIMISTIC BUT DEMAND

M ' C V A REMAINS UNSTABLE
During February the

Management Consultants

Association (MCA) released its

annual gures re ecting the

performance of its members over

2003. The MCA revealed its belief

that the con dence of its members

in the UK's economic performance

had improved over the last four

quarters. This has led its members

to expect increasing fortunes to

improve with ☁future orders. average

fee rates and consultants employed

expected to increase'. Members

also stated that they expected the

sales cycle for IT consultancy to

decrease in the next quarter.

For the full year, consultancy

spend with its members was up
13% to £5.1bn ♥ however this

includes the effect of new members.

so in reality growth was below the

10% mark. On the same basis. is

inclusive of new members. the

average quarterly rate of growth

was 4.7%.

But both these gures fail to

highlight signi cant variations in the

rate of growth over the year. as well

as variations in the growth of

different types of consultancy.

Looking at the results in more detail:

' Growth was strongest in the

rst quarter of the year ♥ up 9.3%

compared to the previous quarter -

when both IT consultancy 8. systems developmentand outsourcing consultancy

put in sterling performances with growth of more than 12%.

0 In 04 growth was only 1.5% compared to the previous quarter. Demand

for both management consultancy services and IT consultancy and systems

development were at. Outsourcing consultancy services managed a rise of 'just'

4.8% ♥ its worst performance of the year.

- Over the year. outsourcing consultancy experienced the strongest growth.

Revenue for the year was up 27% compared to 2002. and the average quarterty

growth was 10.4%. After a slow 2002. IT consultancy and systems development

picked up ever so slightly with average quarterly growth of 1.9%. Strategic

consultancy continued to perform poorly.

- One of the main drivers for the growth in outsourcing consultancy was an

increased demand for advice on outsourcing jobs to offshore locations such as

India.

Comment: It is important not to get too carried away with these gures for a

number of reasons:

- Firstly MCA members represent only about 50% of the revenue of UK

consultants. Most of the big guys are represented. including the likes of

Accenture. Atos Origin. Deloitte. IBM consulting etc (a full list can be found on the

MCA website). It is more than likely that these players performed better than the

industry as a whole.

- Secondly. all of the numbers referred to above relate to the growth in

revenues of MCA members including new joiners. In other words these are not

organic growth rates. The only evidence we have of the impact of new ioiners is

a comparison of Q403 on 0402. where growth was i7% inclusive of new

members but just 9.4% excluding new members ♥ quite a difference.

What the gures do show is that demand in the consulting industry remains

incredibly unstable and unpredictable. Growth in both IT consultancy/systems

development and strategic consultancy remains pretty at. The one bright spot

is outsourcing consultancy ♥ with members bene ting from the outsourcing trend

and the offshore movement. Any consultancy rm that doesn☁t offer outsourcing

advice will be in real trouble. Yet even growth in this area is nowhere near stable.

Across the industry verticals. the MCA members☁ predicted hot sectors are

public sector and nancial services. as well as primary industries such as utilities.

mining and metals). They musthave been reading our research! (Georgina O☁Toole)
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February has brought renewed

activity and interest in the

temporary staffing sector. First

there were rumours in the City that

US staf ng giant Manpower was

considering a bid for British rival

Hays, and then early indications of

a slight increase in demand for

temporary IT staff in the UK.

M a n p o w e r ' s

interest in Hays is only

a City rumour but we
INV-

can see the logic for a m

deal along these lines. am;

Ex-business services vo-r.

group Hays has 6°"-

almost completed its 5°"

disposal programme ♥

it sold off its payroll. w;
BPO and information m.

Management 0%

Services businesses

In 2003 ♥ and can

now focus on its core business,

personnel. This makes it a much

more attractive acquisition

proposition for a larger rival and US

giant Manpower (already the proud

owner of UK top 5 lTSA Elan

Computing) certainly has the scale

required to pull off such a deal.

Consolidation in the temporary

staf ng market is nothing new ♥

Swiss staf ng conglomerate

Adecco and Dutch giant Vedior, for

example, are now parent

companies of UK IT staff agencies

(lTSAs) Computer People and

Abraxas. respectively. There's also

been some M&A activity between

ITSAs themselves ♥ Spring's

acquisition of UK top 10 lTSA Best

International, for example. propelled

it to the top of our UK lTSA rankings

in 2003. But if Manpower were to

buy Hays we could have anew #1.

A combination of Elan and Hays IT,

ranked four and ve in the UK lTSA

market in 2003, would likely make

Manpower the largest IT recruitment

agency in the UK market. 

To? to

SIGNS OF LIFE lN TEMPORARY STAFFING

Consolidation set to continue

Whatever happens with Manpower and Hays, we think consolidation in

the lTSA sector is set to continue. That's because a) you need to be either

very big (with a broad target market. large volumes and low margins) or very

niche to make money in the IT recruitment industry today. and b) the industry

is still suffering from over supply.

Why/.7 Because IT was the darling of the recruitment industry in the boom

years ahead of Y2K and the Internet 'bubble' ♥ the UK lTSA market, for example,

grew from £2.2bn in 1996 to a peak of £3.75bn in 1999. Barriers to entry were

low and hundreds of rms

entered the market. Today the

market looks very different. In

fact we believe the UK lTSA

market has shrunk back to the

size it was in 1996, having lost

over £1.5bn in value since

1999. Combine a shrinking

market with pricing pressure

and lower margins and it's

hardly surprising that there is

room for further rebalancing of

supply and demand.

UK nurlwl sham at top 50 Its»

TOP 20 Toma roPAn roPsa

A ray of sunshine for UK lTSAs

On the demand front. however, there are some fresh signs that the worst

may be over at least in the temporary IT staf ng market (the permanent market

is another kettle of sh). This month we☁ve seen better than expected Q4

results from European personnel group Flanstad, and indications of a marginal

upturn in fees for IT contractors from the UK trade association ATSCo

(Association of Technology Staf ng Companies).

The ATSCo iPro le Skills Survey for Q4 2003 found IT contractors in

electronics, software development and aerospace companies enjoyed average

pay increases of 9%. 6% and 5%. respectively in the second half of 2003.

While the average pay increase for IT freelancers in the nancial services sector

in the same period was 2%. reversing a four»year decline. The survey also

found unemployment among IT contractors had fallen from 26% to 17% in the

last six months of last year.

We're always a little cautious of survey results but we do think demand for

IT contractors is likely to grow over the next few months as the UK

government☂s c25bn programme for IT in the NHS gets underway. The nal

National Programme contract was awarded this month ♥ the N8 broadband

networking deal went to BT ♥ and the implementation phase of the other

regional (LSP) and national (NASP) contracts is now in progress.

The scale of these contracts, and the tight schedules the system

integrators are working to, mean that many of the contract winners will have to

recruit sizeable numbers of staff to get the job done. In fact the 'rumour mill'

suggests some LSPs need to nd as many as 1,000 extra bodies (without

poaching staff from the NHS itself). Clearly not all of these will be contract staff

♥ some will be subcontracted from other Sls and some will be permanent

recruits ♥ but it is nevenheiess a ray of sunshine for UK ITSAs that have grown

all too used to stormy weather (To/a Sargeant)
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Mergers 8i Acquisitions

Seller Seller uescrlpiinn Mankind
Symonds Group Holdings F"Di/iderolcorisiiiiancv. WW" ☁°°°~"managemeni and design 5mm☜ "7"

"'9 many and inlrasiruclure
markeb

MYrEluchnel☁s Sago Saga reseller 100%
reseller operalions

Neireciuii Provider ol online recluiimeni 10ml,
websiles lor 18-25 year olds.

The maiorily ol neuiers☁ Business inielligence sollware 40°».
slake in mm

Cellular Design Services Spemalisi radio lieouoncy 1005;.
(CD5) engineering services

Talex' relail business liom lT solulions lor lhe relail secior 100%
isoFi

Rednock Technologies Nelsiore's mobile sonware subsidiary may.

KnowledgePuul Lid Training and eleaming 100%

Mulii Global Business Mum Global Eusmess Saiunonsls a 100%
Soluoons and Muln' Global reseller ol Microsali's Axapia
Solubons lrorn lire Mulli sum/aim and Mulh Global Solulions
Group is a hire~marlieisolnirere

devolopmenl business

Hebusls insurance soliware and servioes wove

Price
max :30 gm

:IsoK

:450K

sssam

21.5"}

£66.9m

n/a

n/a

E725K

nla

Forthcoming IP05

Comment

Capiia paid an iniiial rash consideranon ol £25.9m.A lumerElm in
delerred cash paymenls is dependeni on agreed largeis H) :il sl Dec.
os Symonds will be merged wiin Caoila Propony Consullanoy io
lonn Caplla Symonds Lid, The new company will have c2.7bb
employees and proloi-ma rerums oi EiGOl-n pa. Ghns Buoy DEE.
Execunve Chairman ol Symonds, will become non-Execulive
Chairman olcapila Symonos. Propeny cansullancy is one ol
Caoila's nonsnis businesses. however ii is increasingly olayrng a
wider role in Capila☁s malur sales proposinons
gas. a ainningham-based Sage reseller. paid CIGOK eemnnsing
E40K cash and me assumpnun cl EIZDK Oi trade Credllors. The

business lumed over £0.5m In FVDS.

AlM-llsied recruiirnenlcompany holgrouoacquired Neirecruil loran
ioial consideraiion OIEASOK, Nelrecruilgeneraled a iumover oiiusl
over EIOOK and a loss belore lax oi 2i 7K ior W02.
lzleiiiers reduced ils holding in lhe NASOAOAIlsled El soliware nrrn lo
eerie, packenng $563m in me process (a nei plum oi SZBUl-n). nbco
were on NASDAQin 1999. and describes ieell as☁llle leading
independenl business lnlslilgence soliware company in ihe worid'.
Following me roduclion in ils holding, Reuiers will no longer have
lhe righl lo a seal on me TIBCO board
lnlerregnum. a lechnalogy lnveslmeni and aovrsoiy company.
acquired cos lora lolal consideialion ol 21.5!☜ (in cash. shares and
loan holes). CD5 provides wireless neMork design. coverage
planning and lesling. siie implemenlalion. nelwork oplimisahon and
mainlenance servmes
Lynxangel. a 'campany established /or the purposes ollhe
acqursinon'. paid E45m in cash on compleiion, £I42m in loan noles
and assumed 25.3m olongning liabili es.(The loan noies are
redeemable al a in: premium in me evenl oi an IPO or subsequeni
iraiie sale). This disposal makes oedeci sense lor i5oli leaving ii lree
io locus all ils ellons on ils neaiihcare business, Lynxzngel is a
☁EIMEO' vehicle 7 a buy~in and buy~oulcombo ♥ led by iormer Toiex
direclor nob Loosemoie wrm backlng lrom slockbrolier Evolulion
Group. Laiei in lhe month. Lynxangel mn rmed lhal ii is lo lloai me
business on AIM -expecieo valuanon c som

Neisiore disposed ol iis loss~maklng subsidiary lo ihe managemenl.
lor a nominal consideration.

Ron! Gapilal (a pnvaie invesiineni vehicle) anqulvad KnowledgePool
lrorn ihe adminislialor. The plan is lo bulld ii inio 'a leading player in
me organisaiional developmenl. lrairiing. and e-leaming marliel~ [a
posihon lhe company held back in 200i 1) The new owners iell us
lhal lhey will boih invesiin me business. developing new sewices.
and looii ierbollcn acguisinonspnicially, KnowledgePeol now has
a slrong balance sheer underpinning ils arnbilirins.
Touchsione acquired the assels and goodwill ul Mo sonware
subsidienes ol lhe Muliz Group iorcash. The one businesses had a
combined mmoverolei 4m in me i2 monlhs lo 20m Feb 04.
according ie un-audiied managemenlaccounis, The Mulh
businesses will lorrn a new Touchslone subsidiary. Global Business
Solulions. which is noi expecled lo achieve group level relums in rhe
Shun 16ml.

Xchanging acquired RebuslS loran undisclosed sum. buiaccording
lo an arn'cle in The Times lhe value was mooied lo be 24am
nebusls, ioinlly owned by Warburg Plncus and General Allanbc
Farmers (GAP). lumed over (☜am in zoom and geneiaied
operaling niorils ol 25.1 m and PET ol 21 am, The aeguisillon will
push Xchanging up lire UK BPO rankings lroiri illb SpoL possibly
into me Top Five, wilh combined revenues oi etzoom, the deal also
adds more credence lo ourview lhal GAP is aiming lo consolidale ils
various invesimenls in RFC companies (includes Liberala, Exuli and
lndian playerPaini) ahead oi an IPO

Activity s/ITS or Dotcom Index class Marke☁ Est Issue Price Esl Mkt Cap IPD Dam
index

Soiiw are and nanaged services SITS CS AIM 175p £79,2m ☁<mr☁o4
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__ Holway/SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Share Priceg and Capitallsation W A
1 Share PSR 1 S/lTS ☁ share price 5mm plice☁ (hpiralisauun mpnalisanon .

P1169 (:apiralisan☁on} 11:11:11: ☂ ' ☜formva☁ erve since 1 11101161011) '1

7.2.2.2... .. E☁s .,27f俉b 4. 1 RE... , . 1112991 . mew ☁
AFASyswns £0.23 £13.00m: Loss I 85%, £0.80m E2 96m

NTGuLp £0.75 £38.00m1 Loss 24 79% {2.50m1 £10.34m1

Alpl'armnc 20.90 £106.00mi Loss 3 45%: -22.00m} 24.47111
411211111 20.90 235.70m1 Loss 3.45% 31.39%; £1.60m1 26.62111☁
1111601014: 2059 2206001111 Loss 9.21% 17.43%! 21700111 23030111
Ngomu Genes 2011 21060111 Loss 42.11% 72.60%; 23.36m 24.72111.
Wmmomm 22.65; 231000111. 11/21 0.00% 19.00%: 20.001111 251.69111☁
Avava Gran ☁ 24.4 076% 6.13%l -E0.60m 26.03111
AmnGmp 29.9 10.42% 4.65%- 27.60111 -El.SBm
BalinmeTedrongies ___ > 1.47% ___2.66%! 20.201111__> _♥22._7og
BO!!! "2113101161 -8.1E% 6.32%i -£0.66m £0.44!"

☁ESHESS Spams 9.49% 7.92%1 -21.30m 20.60111
@piBGDLp 6.61% 12.76%☁ £110.00m £201.37m

Chamn's 0.00% 13.21%; £0.00m ELSOm

91611010 ___MWAWi ,☜ _ ☜42333311.: 24.3013_☁A2163
GarinConneme SP -22.70%1 {2.39m -22 47m
O☁Irl'cal c611me 91> .10 39%} 20.30111 -21 20111
☁avsWebviaw cs 4 07% -21.20m .20 35111
1m sd3ys (was Sdeme System) ☁ cs 22 66% 22.60111 217 20111
60111111: 51: 1 _ 2 73% 20.40111 20 mm
Cormeleqz n 1 26.05% 35.46% 27.20111 26.60m
.mnpmeemr Fl 466% -7.50%. 24040111, -266.43m
IConpmrsonme (3101.9 SP | . ☁ 9.64% 7.06%☁ 21.10111 20.93m
Corpom SF 20.41 25,74111l Lass -B.SB% 35.67% -2o.55m 21.54m
13123131019 2 as 20.14 23.361n1 L053 7 0.05 _225 _☁ ___ -6.76% 0.00%☁ -2o.31m 20.00111
Balm SF I 22.16} £13.10m☁1 15.3 0.69 8311 12.50% 30.12% £1.50m £3.10m

13.3112 1 cs 26.31} 214100111 26.2 3.60 1576 -11.75% 2.60% -219.001n 23.51m
115901161 1 as 20.59} 253401111, Lass 0.95 651 11.43% 44.44% 26.50m 217.16m
01661111311115 ; R 27.30; 215300111 17.1 0.96 2238 331% 6.03%. -25.00m 29.711n
Dnrdeala 7 ,1 Fl 20.411 255030119 Lair W" 70.43 m 73☜ W 353% d 9.33%! 21970111 24709111
[>138thka SP £0.67 £22.70m☁ 16.4 1.713 605 6.40% 5.56% £1.10m £1.23m

lEasysaeen 1 SP 20.34} 223101111 Loss 8.72 200 6.25% 61.90% 21.30m 29.60m
11-31103 1 SP 2126☁ 2179901111 13.9 1.06 6410 -9.66"/. -8.39%| -219.101n -216.00m
☁Eedmvl'cDaBProcessirg 3 SP £0.66 2163011111 139 1.66 2021☁ 769% 7.32% -21.10111 21.10m
☁EITIJileEdVE 1 SP 20.111 26.511111 7A 1.955 I» 7 026 W 167 ☜16.25%. i 6.25% -21.63m __ -20.43m
lEpic G'an . cs 20.97' £25.me 16.3 2.69 924r 4.62% 1.04%! -22.10m 20.30111
☁Eunlim managed Selvices '1 as 20.27: 22.91 1111 30.3 0.31 270 0.00% 3.57% 2000111 -20.10m
Ftraru'alanjads 1 SP £0.37. £10.10m7 Loss 0.79 159l 25.86% 50.52% 12.10m £3.41m

lHurrBlics GDLp SP 20.971 £14.1Dm 49.4 1.20 3712 12.21% 59.50% £1.50rn £5.23m

FousSglLiorsConA___W ☁ SP W ___2055 2.37 _ 7 _262 "297.41%" ☁Iiwz.___ 23.50111 _ 25.67m
1630mm 1 SP 20.35 2.50 227 4.29% 15.57% 21.20111 23mm
Gadsbra ☁ SP £0. 12 Zimmg Loss 0.58 258 4.00% -B.00% {0.43m -EO.43m

113661 1 A 21.29. £48.90m☁ Loss 0.64 6701 14.16% 30.30% 26.30111 211.40m
11313511311112:me 1 cs 24.55 2224mm: n/a 1935 4667 13.34% 36.26% 21910111 25964111 .
llama.) iiiagg 7 $1! 7729.06 7" 1.355 770.95 77 772471 11677., 44.19% V 21.30111 _ _ 22.77111
Harvey 1650 Group A 21.0377 261501111 Loss 0.39 589 7.29% 36.42% 2420111 21914111

☁Hgans Syssns Sen/ices ☁ A 20.15l 22.041111 Loss 0.26 403 203% 16.37% 120.05m 20.44m
Ho znnTsdmlogy 1 cs 20.60. 242701111 Loss 0.21 219 083% -9.16% -21.60m -22.1om
11051511696 1 cs 20.02.; 22660111 Loss 1.95 613 27.79% 53.33% 25.901n £3.60m
1161601461165 9610111119) 3 cs 20.21: 232.1011☜ Loss 12.22 247☝ 15.26% 13.70% 24.30111 27.00111
lmcummauw 1 cs 22,90; 260.30m☁ 21.2 0.77 1611; 263% 22.11% -21.50m 210.90m
☁iHDDGII'B S/Skarrs SP 20.12., £18.50m Lass☁ 4.21 16☁ 18.93%: 13.95% £3.00m i☁2.30r'n

ghTadnjogy CS £0.96; £132.20m Loss; 0.84 3820 12.35%: 57.85% 221.201☜ £48.48m

☁hvvalionGuLp SP £0.39; £166.30m Loss; 2.64 169☁ 6.75%☁ 40.91% £16.30m £50.65m

11112111961121me SP 1 20,12: 217.70m LOSS 6.63 W 130 V 1.24%., 40.00% 20.10111 25.60111
Wotan SP 20.02 £1.90m Loss 0.48☁ 32 4.35%☁ 33.33% £0.10m £0.46!☜

150-79019 SP ☁ £3.35 £764.60m 22.2 8.36 3045 4.18% 43.64% 4:19.401☜ £306,30m

|SSOILliofs CS £0.13} £329er Less 0.44 494 4.85% 52.20% {0.06m £1.13m

JITNEr 03 23.07☁ 222470111 160 1.191 876 239% 1.63% 25.30111 24.17111
Jasm'n SP 2045] 22.13111 L055☜, 777 0.36 300 W 0.00% 40.00% 20.00m 20.241111

    

Note: Main SVSTEMHOUSE S/lTS Index 561 at 1000 on 15m April 1989 Any new enlranls lo lhe Slack Exchange are allocaled an index of 1000
based on the issue price, The 808 Index 15 no! weighled: achange 111 lhe share price 01 [he lavgesl company has the same e ect as asimilar change
for lhe smallest company. Category Codes:08 = Computer Services SP = Software Product R = Reseller A : lT Agency 0 = Other
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Sara PSR S/ITS Sure price Stare price Capimisa cn (hphalignon

SOS Price mp alisalion Hishric Ha o lrdex rmve arse % rmve rmvesime rm've (0n)

K☂SEISine§ Tscl☂rology SP 20.23 £11.50m 11.6 1.42 172 47.06% 87.50% m.73m £5.38m

szl] SP £0.73 £56.70!☜ L055 2.25 1448 -7.28% 25.21% -£4.50m 211.757"

Login CS 23.06 22.29500☝! L055 1.26 4191 6.25% 19.41% £135.00m £374.03m

1.011110113111199 $0M!!! SP ☜☂53 E1 07.70171 27.2 1.35 1575 -10.00% 13.87% -£12.mm £17.15m

Lorian A 20.83 215.40!" Loss 0.14 825 1.23% 4.07% £0.20m -£O.60m

Macmd SP 2170 £35.40m LOSS 1.09 635 3.03% 7.26% £1.10m £2.33m

NamowarSo Ware SP £0.44 £19.50m Loss 5.48 454 58.27% 87.23% £7.20m £9.12m

NL☂i bOrOLghSMirg 5P £0.53 £119.70m L055 0.99 379 9.73% 20.45% £10.70m £20.40m

MERANT SP £1.55 £162.60"! 33.6 2.07 745 0.98% 17.94% £3.60m £24.68"!

Nicrogen CS H156 £48 20☜ L055 1.32 237 -13.95% 1.53% -E7.90m £1.00☝!

Mmruane! W518": SP 20.32 £26.50m Loss 0.30 653 4.54% 4.48% ~20.40m £1.20"!

Mays SP 22.27 21.268.00m 11.3 1.25 2824 0.44% 7.20% mDOm £36.55m

Mondas SP 20.48 $12.50!! LOSS 3.37 640 1.05% 26.32% 20.10711 £2.57m

Norse R 61 .61 £21 0.50m LOSS 0.50 644 -4.73% 12.98% -EB.50m £25.35m

MSBIrIBNE OVEI A NBS £20.10☜! Loss 0.24 516 4.81% 9.50% $.90☝! £1.67m

Mylalechne! CS £0.04 £1.22m L055 0.65 32 0.00% 36.67% 50.00"! £0.42m

Nciphar SP £1.68 俉42.70!" Loss 3.29 670 12.42% 10.20% £5.10rn £3.95"!

Ne em l CS 117.33 m.57m 43.0 1.37 263 5.00% 36.36% 20.41 m £2.29m

NGMNE CS £0.45 942.2017! LOSS 2.97 297 18.67% 14.84% 26.10"! £5.46m

Nonfgalalriom onsolm'ors CS 20.66 232420!☜ 22.1 3.80 252 -4.38% 13.42% -E14.80m £158.36"!

NSB Rabi! 51/515": SP 20.36 2115.90!☜ LOSS 1.59 3130 26.32% 111.76% 224.301☜ £53.13m

MickHH SP £0.08 £4.37m LOSS 0.93 138 -25.00% -9.09% -£1.45rn £0.39"!

Parity A 20.13 237.50!☜ Loss 0.20 2167 4.00% 20.93% £1.40m £6.43m

Patsysmrrs SP 8024 £35.40"! LDSS 3.32 227 16.59% 33.57% 25.30☝! EBOm

HIE! Media Gobal SP 30.57 229.40"! nla 4.00 3350 50.56% 103.03% £9.80m £14.86m

PlaritHoldirgs SP £0.29 £26.50m Loss 1.30 1208 5.45% 1.75% 21.40m 20.47rn

PSD (☁xoLp A 8.23 £62.30m n/a 1.36 1439 -0.76% 11.02% £0.60☝! £8.20rn

QA CS £0.07 £13.80!☜ Lass 0.47 33 4.33% 70.59% 5.64m 53.85m

031063 A 20.56 £22.70m LOSS 0.87 452 13.13% 15.46% £2.70m 8.10m

Ramnamanoral SP £0.16 £10.60"! LOSS 1.24 254 4.53% 6.67% £0.50m 20.75m

RS131] Dedéors SP £0.24 £70.20rn Loss 2.47 328 15.48% 90.20% {Edam £33.31m

RSVBISJS (MS Trarseda) SP £0.01 £0.75"! Loss 0.13 22 -3.33% 10.00% -£0.12m 20.06rn

RM SP £1.33 £123.80!!! 17.1 0.57 3943 -4.63% 4.15% -£6.20m £4.93m

Royaltime SP £5.15 £200.00"! 26.3 3.54 3613 7.33% 21.06% £13.00m £32.36m

SageGlDtp SP £1.93 £2,467.00m 23.7 4.40 74135 -1.66% 967% £34.00"! £219.41m

SDL CS 2134 £72.70"! Loss 1.13 893 8.06% 58.58% £5.70m £26.93m

ServicePower SP 20.52 [29.30111 LOSS 5.54 515 9.57% 30.38% H.501☜ £6.90m

311115 Fil'Bru'aJ SP 20.92 215.50"! 11.0 0.69 610 26.21% 22.82% 23.30"! £2.90m

Sopheon SP £0.36 £36.20"! LOSS 2.93 511 51.06% 121.88% £12.7Dm' £20.50m

mGroup A £1.44 £223.20"! LOSS 0.76 1600 23.09% 24.68% 242.20m £44.25m

SEMEIS SP 25.08 £58.10rn 25.9 2.26 2700 3.85% 4.74% £3.20m m.98m

SEIPIO GOLD SP 20.37 £107.60"! Loss 14.91 463 13.95% 19.35% 297.00"! 297.60m

mml s JSB) SP £5.73 £178.70"! 34.7 3.87 2890 11.37% -22.98% 219.7011} £51.40"!

Mar CS £0.77 £124.30"! 21.4 0.56 464 13.33% 16.79% £14.30"! £17.90"!

☂QSISITS Urionjwas Freeoom) SP £1.23 £129.80"! 16.3 1.74 942 2.00% 20.10% £1.20"! £23.80☝!

Tadpole Tedmlogy SP £0.18 £48.80"! Loss 9.17 422 22.22% 40.00% £11.90"! £16.07m

T9151:in CS £0.15 £48.80"! LOSS 1.96 19 -3.23% 5.26% £17.70"! £19.90m

Tild1GOLp CS 21.32 215.30"! 24.3 1.92 1143 12.39% 16.87% 21.90"! £2.10m

TOEI S/sterrs SP £0.80 23.36111 16.7 2.13 1509 30.08% 39.13% £1.90m 22.35m

Tendser Gm SP £1.14 £11.30m 12.4 0.83 1066 11.76% 12.87% 21.20111 £1.30"!

Trace Grow SP £0.76 £11.50rn LOSS 0.72 604 11.85% 17.05% £1.20m £1.70m

Triad Grow CS 20.68 210.2% LOSS 0.37 500 0.00% 14.41% 20.00111 £1.26"!

Tribal Group CS £2.19 2150.50m 10.0 1.42 1324 -30.41% 33.99% -£66.50m -E68.16m

Ul rru Newarks R 20.02 £3.86m nla 1.90 49 »1 6.67% 0.00% -Eo.72m £0.48"!

UriverseGrmp SP 20.29 217.00"! 13.9 0.49 1289 6.45% 13.73% 431.20☝! 25.18m

Veanrow CS 21.45 226.80"! Loss 0.75 1139 23.93%1 -17.14% £5.90"! -ES.60m1

Vlgrmp SP £0.13 24 84m Loss 0.64 260 2.26% 4.39% «20.10"! 420.09"!

Waring SP £0.03 E1 84!!! Loss 0.16 58 3.85% 67.74% £0.55"! -E1.96m

Wealih thgemeanonmm SP £0.15 £6.82"! Loss 0.62 125 25.46% 972% -£2.31m «£0.73m

Workplace $515115 SP 20.11 218.90% Loss 1.33 CI 44.63% 40.64% -£3.20m £2.30m

)Grsa (V85 F.|. CS 20.95 8321.70m LOSS 0.71 2436 5.56% 11.76% 216.70"! 233.94!!!

motion: SP £0.96 £26.50m Loss 0.61 640 1.05% 13.51% £0.20m ESJDm☜

hemseGDLp CS £0.01 £5.22☝! LOSS 1.13 50 13.64% 0.00% 20.51m £0.52"!

 

Note: Main S-YSTEMHOUSE S/1Ts index 59! a1 1000 on 15m Apnl 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 0! 1000
based on the ISSUe Once. The SCS Index is no! werghled; a change in the share pnce of the largest company has the same e ecr as a simuar change

for "☁9 S"15☜951COWPEVV)☁ Caisgory Codes: CS : Computer Services SP = Solrware Product R : Resener A : IT Agency 0 : Othev
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ANOTHER MONTH OF

SHARE PRICE INCREASES
S/ITS share prices continued their upward

trajectory this month, albeit at a slower rate than in

an mum," w an

SiITS Index 5538.52

F1SE IT (scsi inaox 543.15
mnMAnK ion 1157.00
FISE ioo «9220
FISE AIM 929.50
FISE SmallCep 269737

       

January The HoMay SATS index appreciated a Month nrioemtnzrrm/m) «1,47% ozam «668% 90.75% «1.56% .2579;

. . . Hum [50! Apr89 «58.55% 41I8.75%

further 4%. boosting the index by close to 20% Since me☁smango .5073☜ mm,

the start of the year. The FTSE IT 808 Index was back meisiJang☁ ☜9.46% "0793☜
. , . . a From tleari 82 a434.$% MAW.

in posmve territory (up 01 A), however the meuwanga mam mm. mm,

techMARKiOO index enjoyed a 09% increase. Fromm-Ian☜ lm «Me «4.36%
I From isiJan 95 272.77% «654% ~54 45%

There was a mixed performance by category of m.☜mm «744% mm aim my. mm
company, with the Internet companies (once again) :m'" '1: 45 m fife

_ mm . m ~ t . ~ 9☂:

making most game (up 8.2%). However, IT staff me lleanSS «1.79% 435.9% 49.49% £20556 user/.1 405%
☁ ' Fun" is! JanOO 51289: {15.18% ☜59% 78524% 519056 42%agenCIes were not far behind, up 7.2%, and Software me☁s☁Janm mm, mm 53-73% mm 4.535% "526%

Products rms showed a 5% increase. Resellers lagged From lleanOZ 46.47% am 49.40%, 45.00% «354% 4.58%
. . . r me istJanOS 406.01% ☜4.00% 982% 961.10% 64.19% «8.16%

behind, With just 0.8% Increase, but that masks the fact Fm Wan☜ ☜gm mm ☜695% ☜7% mm ☜8%

the average was skewed by Compel (see p12), which

reported Hi 04 results this month and saw is share ♥----- H
' ☁ 0 ' ☂ s | Ha es 2529i. 612% 444% i929; i355% 229% 391%price rise 28%. Other resellerssawtheir share pncgs fall, gural☝: ☁ 62m Vsm☁i 635% mm 7 so☜ ☁8☜ }V 72m

With Morse and Computacenter both down 4.7 A Resellers i231% 75% A2199 ss 2% "40% ii 6% 081%I
. t . NB 7% ~50 3% 62.9% , 92, 7% 5 04

Making the greatest gains this month were small 5.42:277nf ht '♥ Mm, 432,, W13; 52: (7.21" :93, " mil
its mave into Holway S/ITS i11ng 4☁ 8% 613% ~33 3% 16 4% 106 (7% I W 5% I 4 mi

software companies Following

pro tability in its H104 results (announced late in

     

January). Manpower Software, provider of human resource planning and optimisation solutions. gained 58%. Other software

rms to see double-digit rises in their share prices include Sopheon, and Pilat Media Global and K3.

Shares in Spring were buoyed this month by news that the company had been awarded a managed recruitment service

contract by one of the UK's leading banks (expected to generate in excess of £100m over its three year term). Ahead of its FY03

results in March, Spring's share price gained 23%, Also on the up was Diagonal, the Farnham-based ITSA and SAP

consultancy. Reduced losses and a clearer road map for the year ahead boosted its shares by 114%, (Heather Brice)
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